DMS Student Journal Club (DMS - SJC)

Ever struggle to understand more than the intro and conclusion in an article?
Wished you could better evaluate the latest publications?
Wanted to know more and think critically about the research on which your practice is based?

We do! That's why we started the DMS Student Journal Club. We seek deeper understanding, critical thinking, and thoughtful analysis as a group. We learn for and from each other, making our evidence based practice a little stronger each meeting.

We present research on ANY specialty
We present ALL kinds of research
ALL levels are welcome!
Guest experts join to give their spin on it all and help answer questions

Group Goals:
1. To gain experience critically reading all sections published studies, 2. Understand commonly used statistical methods and how they apply to conclusions, 3. Grow our fund of knowledge by staying on top of current literature spanning specialties, 4. Create a base on which ideas for future research can grow, and 5. Create an area for students interested in research to network.

Sound interesting?
1. Hop on our slack #journalclub
2. Look out for emails on upcoming events
3. Read the article and join in the discussion. 😊 We are thrilled to have you join!

Want to be more involved? Send an email to emilyleede@utexas.edu (President), nitya.rao@utexas.edu (VP), or emmalieberkovsky@utexas.edu (VP) to get in on the latest!

P.S. Elections are happening in late August. MS1/MS2/MS3 classes may run for positions